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The QT400 Tactical Camera Kit for Law Enforcement

A valuable tool in your investigative arsenal; the QT400 Tactical Camera Kit is a versatile, compact camera system for indoor, outdoor and onboard surveillance applications. It’s discreet appearance and ability to be rapidly deployed make the QT400 ideal for covert surveillance and drop car operations. The entire system fits neatly in a rugged case for easy transport and deployment.

The QT400 features cameras that are split into two units: a sensor unit consisting of a lens and image sensor and a main unit, which is the body of the camera. The small sensor units can be installed up to 40 feet from the main unit and each main unit can support up to 4 sensor units. Sensor units can be discretely installed in tight places and flush-mounted in a wall or ceiling and include mounting brackets that enable the unit to be secured and tilted in any position.

Each QT400 kit includes two high definition sensor units with 1080p resolution and wide dynamic range which provides a high level of detail in both bright and dark environments. Both units are suitable for indoor or outdoor use. A high performance microphone is also included with each QT400 kit for a complete video and audio surveillance solution.

User-Friendly Video Management Software

i2c VMS provides easy retrieval, archive, and distribution of recordings. It features a robust archive viewer that filters recordings by:
- time of day
- camera location
- date range
- PTZ guard tour position
- motion triggers

Based on the filters selected, thumbnail images are displayed to further narrow down the search. This means no more wasted hours fast forwarding through video to find an event, and sharing key video is simple with our open-standard format that eliminates the hassle of downloading special software to play back video.

Quality Products and Service

Every QT400 purchase includes remote set-up and configuration by our U.S. based tech support team and a full one-year warranty which covers all parts, support and software updates. Affordable extended service agreements are also available to keep your QT400 system like new.

i2c Technologies is an AXIS Communications Solution Gold Partner based in North Canton, Ohio. We are a leading supplier of deployable video surveillance units for law enforcement, utilities, and government with hundreds of units in use throughout the U.S. Request a quote online at i2ctech.com or by phone at 888-422-7749.

Available Accessories

- PureSine inverter for 12VDC battery power
- Advanced 4G LTE cellular modem
- AHD camera sensor unit with 52°-97° field of view
- WiFi access point

Available Offers:

- NDAA Compliant - Every QT400 kit includes NDAA compliant cameras that are eligible for use in federal and military applications.
- Ohio state term pricing for Ohio law enforcement agencies.
- Discounts when purchasing multiple units.
Providing Protection, Exceeding Expectations

“My experience with this company was excellent. The technicians were professional, knowledgeable and very friendly. I would recommend them to others.”

Commander | Shaker Heights Police Dept. | Shaker Hts., OH

5/5 Stars
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